PERSONALITY DESCRIPTIONS
SUMMER – SPRING PHLEGMATIC - SANGUINE T2/1
aka SUNSHINE SUMMER, LIGHT SUMMER
The Summer-Spring types are very easy to get along with,
well loved, and very cheerful. They are more talkative and
active than other Summer/Phlegmaticss, but less so than
Spring/Sanguines. They will need their alone time, as overall
they are introverts, but less so than the Summer-Winters.
They love laughter and fun, but with a more peaceful manner,
that children enjoy. They excel in jobs that employ their
congeniality.
Their Summer nature is very caring, sensitive, fair and
diplomatic, causing them perhaps to avoid conflict or
confrontation. They are also perhaps slow to make decisions, somewhat passive and lacking
in discipline. They will sometimes not have the drive to accomplish much progress.
If you are trying to decide between Sunshine Summer and Pastel Spring, this type is much
less possessing of forceful skills to work in sales.
Not all Summer-Springs are blonde. Many such celebrities actually had light brown hair
when they were younger, or it darkens over time,.

Choose Summer pastels and soft shades to go with your lighter
complexion, which is blue with a slight yellow cast, but not as much as
dominant Springs. Summer eyes have crackled glass pattern with
more evident starburst around the pupil perhaps than other Summers.
SUNSHINE SUMMER — (Summer – Spring) golden blonde highlights
in light ash brown hair, dun color, or slight tinge of red. It is possible
that their hair will darken to medium brown. They are the most
believable blond, even dyed. A touch of yellow may be in the eye
pattern, but generally more blue than green (will not look turquoise
like spring). Eyes will most often be blue (maybe green), possibly have transparency of summer, with
Spring’s twinkle (and possibly a touch of yellow). Skin tone has blue undertone, may also have
Spring’s yellow overtone, creating a light green cast.
Note: Eye color and pattern can show your secondary and hair color is random enough that it should not be an
overall determinant. Summer hair should be cool and muted.

Resources: Kentner, Scaman, Catholic Match, Hello Quizzy, pastoral-counseling-center.org
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